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Installation & Care Guide

Place the stand where you will sit 
your System.

Place the lower tank onto stand.

Place the tap “A” through hole in the lower 
tank with a silicon washer “B” on each 
side. Screw the magnetic back “C” onto 
tap inside the bottom tank and tighten.

Put pre-soaked Silver Stones and Mineral 
Stones into Glass Bottom Tank carefully.
*If you have Alkalinity Enhancers (AAE) 
balls sprinkle amongst the stones away 
from the back of the magnetic tap so they 
can’t get sucked into the back of the tap.

Screw the Multi-Stage Filter Cartridge 
into cartridge connector and sit in the 
top of the glass tank (filter will hang in 
lower tank).

Place the silicon washer* onto the 
Ceramic Filter stem and then insert the 
Ceramic Filter into the hole inside the 
upper tank. Fasten on with the filter 
nut* and tighten.

Place the top tank onto the 
assembled lower tank.

Fill top tank with 4 litres of tap 
water and pop on the lid.

You will have 2 spare parts left over: 1 x BPA Free Bottom Tank & 1 x Middle Rim (not 
used with the Glass Tank).      When you travel on holiday remember to pack your zazen 
Water System in your car using the BPA Free bottom tank instead of the Glass Tank.
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Note: It will take 1½ to 2 hours to filter the 4 litre upper tank into the lower tank. Do this 
twice to fill your system. Once the lower tank is full, you cannot add more water to the 
upper tank or the system will overflow.

*Washer & nut come with Ceramic filter
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View our 
installation 

videos online
zazen.com.au
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Assembling your zazen Alkaline Water 
System with optional Glass Bottom Tank


